We present a microscopic investigation of the temperature dependence of stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized Ni films on Cu(001) using photoelectron emission microscopy in combination with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in the resonant absorption of soft x rays. When the temperature approaches the Curie temperature of the system, the average width of the observed stripe domains is reduced along with the XMCD contrast. In addition, the domains become mobile. A quantitative analysis of the temperature-dependent motion of the domains yields an exponential behavior of the domain mobility with temperature, pointing toward thermally activated processes.
Magnetic thin films with an out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy exhibit a typical stripe-like domain pattern, which results from the competition between exchange and Coulomb interactions. 1, 2 The appearance of domains lowers the magnetostatic demagnetizing energy on the cost of creating domain walls. The stripe domain phase shows up as characteristically inclined sections in magnetization reversal curves of perpendicularly magnetized films. Systems exhibiting the stripe domain phase at remanence are ideal for investigations that need a two-dimensional magnetic system with domains of a certain average size, such as magnetic scattering experiments, 3, 4 measurements of domain wall magnetoresistance, 5, 6 or investigations of the anomalous Hall effect. 7 Controlling magnetic domains may play a crucial role in storing or processing magnetic information in future devices. 8, 9 The principle of competing interactions at different length scales, which is on the basis of the occurrence of stripe domains, is quite general and, besides to magnetic stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized systems, applies also, for example, to the charge stripe formation in doped Mott insulators 10 and the pattern formation of polymers in solution or of amphiphiles in water-oil mixtures. 11, 12 Various theoretical papers deal with the nature of the ground configuration, in particular, the connection between the stripe width and magnetic properties such as exchange energy and magnetic anisotropy. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Experimental studies have mainly focused on the appearance, size, and shape of stripe domains. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The stripe width can be tuned most easily by controlling the magnetic anisotropy. It reduces toward the spin reorientation transition to the in-plane magnetization direction, when the effective anisotropy crosses zero.
Much less investigated are the dynamical properties of stripe domains, and their behavior upon approaching the ordering temperature of the system. On the theoretical side, Schmalian and Wolynes describe stripe domains in uniformly frustrated systems by a glass-like behavior. 25 In their theory, the appearance of stripe domains is explained by a self-generated glass transition due to the emergence of an exponentially large number of metastable states. It predicts the appearance of fluctuating stripes below a transition temperature T A , with an exponential temperature dependence of the relaxation time. The relaxation time diverges to infinity at a temperature T K < T A , the temperature at which the configurational entropy vanishes. 25 Portmann et al. were the first to report an experimental observation of a fluctuation of stripe domains. 26 In images of perpendicularly magnetized Fe films on Cu(001) taken with scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), they observed a characteristic ruggedness of the stripe domains indicating a movement of the stripes during the scanning acquisition of an image. This motion occurred only in a narrow temperature interval close to the ferromagneticparamagnetic phase transition. A quantification of this motion from the SEMPA images was not possible.
Fluctuating stripe domains would also provide an alternative explanation for an apparently paramagnetic phase close to the spin reorientation transition in Fe/Ni/Cu(001) reported by Won et al. 27 In photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) images the magnetic contrast vanished close to the transition from perpendicularly magnetized stripe domains to a magnetization in the film plane as a function of Fe layer thickness, which had been interpreted as a reduction of the Curie temperature at the length scale crossover from the anisotropy-dominated to the dipole-dominated regime. 27 The vanishing of the magnetic contrast was observed only if the temperature of the measurement was close to the Curie temperature, such that it might as well result from a mobility of stripe domains close to the Curie temperature.
Here, we present a temperature-dependent magnetic domain imaging study of ultrathin Ni films on Cu(001) which exhibit a perpendicular magnetization. 28, 29 We use PEEM in combination with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in soft x-ray absorption as a magnetic contrast mechanism for the microscopic laterally resolved detection of the x-ray absorption cross section, as described in Refs. 30-32. In PEEM, full-field images of the sample are acquired from the emitted secondary electrons by an imaging electron optics. From a series of images taken while slowly increasing the temperature of the sample, we observe and quantitatively analyze the motion of the stripe domains when approaching the Curie temperature. We find an exponential increase in the number of domain wall displacements per time interval as a function of temperature. This is consistent with a thermally activated transition between several states close in energy, as they should be present in a self-generated glass transition.
The experiments were performed at the surface and interface microscopy (SIM) beamline of the Swiss Light Source 33, 34 in situ in an ultrahigh vacuum system with a base pressure of 10 −8 Pa. The disk-shaped Cu(001) single crystal was cleaned by cycles of 1 keV argon ion bombardment at 300 K and subsequent annealing at 873 K for 15 min. A commercially available PEEM (Elmitec) (Ref. 35 ) was used with imaging parameters set to result in a lateral resolution of 150 nm, and a field of view of 100 μm. To accelerate the image acquisition, binning of camera pixels was performed such that one pixel corresponded to 200 nm on the sample.
The Ni film was grown in the PEEM measurement position by thermal evaporation on the clean substrate at room temperature. About nine atomic monolayers (MLs) of Ni were evaporated by electron bombardment of a high purity wire (99.99% purity) of 2 mm diameter and reached the sample under an angle of 16
• . During the deposition, the pressure in the chamber was kept below 5 × 10 −8 Pa. The evaporation rate was around 0.5 ML/min.
Radiation from a helical undulator delivered circularly polarized radiation with a degree of polarization of >98%. The exciting x rays were incident at an angle of 16
• with respect to the sample surface. The XMCD images presented in the following are grayscale-coded absorption images at the Ni L 3 absorption maximum (853 eV) for positive helicity, normalized to a background image recorded at room temperature in the pre-edge region at 5 eV lower photon energy.
During the temperature-dependent measurements, the sample was constantly heated by the filament of the electron bombardment heating of the Elmitec sample holder underneath the sample using a current of 1.2 A. The temperature was monitored using a thermocouple mounted inside the sample holder. Image acquisition started 35 min after switching on the heating filament. After that time, thermal drift of the sample holder had slowed down sufficiently, and the heating rate was roughly constant at about 0.33 K/min. The exposure time per image was 32 s, subsequent images were taken every 60 s. Figure 1 shows on the left-hand side some representative domain images during the heating. Panels (a), (c), and (e) correspond to images recorded 50, 85, and 90 min after starting the heating, respectively. Typical stripe domains are seen in (a), which are partly pinned at two scratches on the surface. In image (c), taken at about 11.6 K higher temperature at the same spot of the sample, the average stripe width as well as the domain contrast between bright and dark domains is reduced. Furthermore, both vary over the height of the image, where it is clear that the domains at the very top of the image are smaller than in the bottom part. We attribute this variation across the image to a thickness gradient of the film, due to the grazing incidence of the film deposition and possibly also some misalignment of the evaporator and/or shading by the objective lens during deposition. The Curie temperature of ultrathin Ni films on Cu(001) depends on the film thickness due to finite size scaling. 36 From that temperature dependence, we estimate the thickness variation as 0.3 ML across the field of view. Images presented here have been rotated such that the film thickness increases from top to bottom. The slight disparity between areas covered by dark and white domains has to be explained by the residual magnetic stray field of the objective lens of the PEEM, and possibly of the underlying heating filament. A movie showing the complete series of images is available as supplementary material. 37 Panel (e) in Fig. 1 shows an image taken after another 5 min, i.e., at about 1.7 K higher temperature than image (c). No more domain contrast is now observed at the top edge of the image, which at the time scale of the exposure time of 32 s appears nonmagnetic. Again it is clearly observed how the domain size, averaged over dark and bright domains, decreases toward the top of the image, i.e., toward lower film thickness, where the film is closer to the Curie temperature at the given sample temperature. Compared to panels (a) and (c), it becomes obvious how some of the stripe domains have split into several narrower stripes. A similar reduction in domain size with temperature has been observed in Fe/Cu(001). 26 At the same time when shrinking in size, the domains acquire some mobility. When the domain images are viewed as a movie, 37 the smaller domains at the top are moving around, giving a flame-like impression. To visualize this domain mobility, difference images between the images presented on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 and the corresponding images acquired 1 min later have been calculated and are shown on the right-hand side of the figure. Black-and-white features correspond to a movement of a stripe domain, whereas purely black or white spots indicate the growing or shrinking of domains. Panel (b) does not show any such domain movements, while in panels (d) and (f) an enhanced domain mobility in the region of the smaller domains becomes evident.
For further analysis, the effect of the thickness gradient has to be excluded. This can be done by introducing the reduced temperature T R = T /T C , where T C is the thicknessdependent Curie temperature of the film. 38, 39 To assign reduced temperature values to each sample position in each image, we first count the number of domain movements in horizontal line profiles of all the difference images such as the ones shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . The vertical position of the line profile with the highest number of domain displacements is then moving constantly downward toward higher thicknesses with increasing temperature. We now assume that this line corresponds to the same reduced temperature in each image, and that the variation of T C over an image can be approximated by a linear dependence on position. T C as deduced from the disappearance of the magnetic contrast in the images varies from about 420 K at the top of the images to about 430 K at the bottom. Plots of the number of domain displacements in the horizontal line profiles vs their vertical position for each image look similar and can be brought to overlap if they are shifted by the constant amount of 13.2 pixels or 2.6 μm for each subsequent image. By shifting all images accordingly, we obtain an approximately linear relation between the vertical position in the images, the time, and the reduced temperature, which allows us to average linescans from several images for the analysis in order to obtain a better statistics. All line profiles that correspond to the same reduced temperature are grouped together, and the average number of domain displacements in two successive images, i.e., in 1 min, is evaluated. The relative deviation in the reduced temperature of two images which are rigidly shifted is always smaller than 10 −3 . The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of "local" time on the sample, where 2000 s correspond to the reduced temperature at which the maximum domain mobility is observed. A time span of 2000 s on the x axis corresponds to a variation of about 11 K in absolute temperature, or 0.026 in reduced temperature. The number of domain displacements first increases toward its maximum as a function of position, time, or temperature, then abruptly decreases. This decrease corresponds to the disappearance of magnetic contrast in the images, and has to be attributed to a wiping out of the domain movements by the exposure time of 32 s. The temperature of 420-430 K at which the XMCD contrast disappears is about 20-30 K lower than the Curie temperature reported in the literature for a Ni film of 9 ML thickness, 36 which is within the uncertainty of the temperature measurement.
The increase in domain mobility with temperature exhibits an exponential behavior. This is demonstrated by the solid line in Fig. 2 , which is the result of an exponential fit to the data in the range of 0-1850 s. Such an exponential behavior of the stripe mobility, or inversely, of the domain relaxation time proves that we are witnessing a thermally activated process. This is consistent with the picture of thermally activated fluctuations between a large number of states with similar energy, such as in the theory of Schmalian and Wolynes. 25 The relevant energy barrier between two different stripe patterns has to be related to the pinning of domain walls at crystal imperfections. As soon as the thermal energy of the system exceeded the pinning energy, the domains would be constantly fluctuating in a liquid-like manner; this would correspond to the transition between a stripe glass and a stripe liquid phase.
The mobility of the stripe domains leads to the observed glass-like melting of the stripe domain pattern at a temperature below T C . The apparent melting temperature depends on the time scale of the measurement as well as its lateral resolution. This is relevant, for example, when discussing T C of stripe domain systems. Most techniques cannot distinguish a stripe liquid phase from the loss of long-range magnetic order at T C . One way to do so could be the analysis of intensity correlation functions for nonergodic systems 40, 41 in resonant coherent x-ray scattering experiments taking advantage of the short pulses of a free-electron laser.
In conclusion, we have presented a microscopic PEEM investigation of the temperature dependence of stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized Ni films on Cu(001). Besides a narrowing of the average stripe width, we also observe a thermal melting of the magnetic stripe domain pattern when approaching the Curie temperature. The mobility of the domains thereby follows an exponential behavior, which indicates thermally activated processes. This is consistent with a glass-like behavior of the stripes below a stripe glass to stripe liquid phase transition.
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